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Explore and dig through level after level of diamond-hunting puzzle gaming - and better still, get new
levels delivered straight to your desktop automatically! New episodes and levels will appear in the
listing dynamically, and load on demand. Repton is a side-scrolling action puzzle game, where the
objective is to clear each level of diamonds by collecting them. To do so, you must dig through the
earth, dislodging rock traps and eggs, caging lost spirits, opening safes and dodging marauding
monsters. Controls are: cursor keys to move, Space to pause, and M and H for Map and Help
respectively, or use the buttons in the bottom-right of the widget. Remember to use the Map and
Help facilities to find your way around. Get Repton Fusion and take it for a spin to see just how
entertaining it can be! Requirements: ￭ Opera The Repton Diamond game is a free HTML5 game to
explore in your browser. Repton Diamond is a game about diamonds. You control the cursor with the
arrow keys, and you must dig through the earth, dislodging rock traps and eggs, caging lost spirits,
opening safes and dodging marauding monsters. Use the help button to find your way
around!Requirements:Repton Diamond Fusion is a hybrid remake version of the three original
Repton games, including the original levels! It even includes working sound effects (a widget first?)
Explore and dig through level after level of diamond-hunting puzzle gaming - and better still, get new
levels delivered straight to your desktop automatically! New episodes and levels will appear in the
listing dynamically, and load on demand. Repton is a side-scrolling action puzzle game, where the
objective is to clear each level of diamonds by collecting them. To do so, you must dig through the
earth, dislodging rock traps and eggs, caging lost spirits, opening safes and dodging marauding
monsters. Controls are: cursor keys to move, Space to pause, and M and H for Map and Help
respectively, or use the buttons in the bottom-right of the widget. Remember to use the Map and
Help facilities to find your way around. Get Repton Fusion and take it for a spin to see just how
entertaining it can be!Requirements: ￭ Opera Repton Fusion Description: Explore and dig through
level after level of diamond-hunting puzzle gaming - and better still
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This is a hybrid remake version of the three original Repton games, including the original levels! It
even includes working sound effects (a widget first?) Explore and dig through level after level of
diamond-hunting puzzle gaming - and better still, get new levels delivered straight to your desktop
automatically! New episodes and levels will appear in the listing dynamically, and load on demand.
Repton is a side-scrolling action puzzle game, where the objective is to clear each level of diamonds
by collecting them. To do so, you must dig through the earth, dislodging rock traps and eggs, caging
lost spirits, opening safes and dodging marauding monsters. Controls are: cursor keys to move,
Space to pause, and M and H for Map and Help respectively, or use the buttons in the bottom-right of
the widget. Remember to use the Map and Help facilities to find your way around. Get Repton Fusion
and take it for a spin to see just how entertaining it can be! Requirements: ￭ Opera Welcome to
Weizteam! Weizteam is a two-person software development team from Gothenburg, Sweden. We are
building platform games for the browser, and we hope you'll check out our new game-blabla: Follow
us on Twitter for updates! The latest version of WeizTeam's highly popular browser-based
platformer, [Rocket Blast (r37)] brings new levels, new game mechanics, and a clean new look to all
existing levels. Learn about the new features, hear some quotes about the update, and most
importantly, we put our new hat on and have a group interview with the developers! Please take a
look at our channel and follow us on Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube to stay up-to-date with all
things WeizTeam: Facebook: Twitter: YouTube: Our latest game, [Rocket Blast (r37)] has been
released with fresh new levels, new game mechanics, and a clean new look. The game is rated T for
Teen. It is available on play.google. b7e8fdf5c8
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This is a hybrid remake version of the three original Repton games, including the original levels! It
even includes working sound effects (a widget first?) Explore and dig through level after level of
diamond-hunting puzzle gaming - and better still, get new levels delivered straight to your desktop
automatically! New episodes and levels will appear in the listing dynamically, and load on demand.
Repton is a side-scrolling action puzzle game, where the objective is to clear each level of diamonds
by collecting them. To do so, you must dig through the earth, dislodging rock traps and eggs, caging
lost spirits, opening safes and dodging marauding monsters. Controls are: cursor keys to move,
Space to pause, and M and H for Map and Help respectively, or use the buttons in the bottom-right of
the widget. Remember to use the Map and Help facilities to find your way around. Get Repton Fusion
and take it for a spin to see just how entertaining it can be! THIS IS AN EXPLORE ULTIMATE SUITE.
UNSUBSCRIBE THIS IS AN EXPLORE ULTIMATE SUITE. UNSUBSCRIBE THIS IS AN EXPLORE ULTIMATE
SUITE. Unsubscribe THIS IS AN EXPLORE ULTIMATE SUITE. Unsubscribe THIS IS AN EXPLORE
ULTIMATE SUITE. Unsubscribe THIS IS AN EXPLORE ULTIMATE SUITE. Unsubscribe THIS IS AN
EXPLORE ULTIMATE SUITE. Unsubscribe THIS IS AN EXPLORE ULTIMATE SUITE. Unsubscribe THIS IS
AN EXPLORE ULTIMATE SUITE. Unsubscribe THIS IS AN EXPLORE ULTIMATE SUITE. Unsubscribe THIS
IS AN EXPLORE ULTIMATE SUITE. Unsubscribe THIS IS AN EXPLORE ULTIMATE SUITE. Unsubscribe
THIS IS AN EXPLORE ULTIMATE SUITE. Unsubscribe THIS IS AN EXPLORE ULTIMATE SUITE.
Unsubscribe THIS IS AN EXPLORE ULTIMATE SUITE. Unsubscribe THIS IS AN EXPLORE ULTIMATE
SUITE. Unsubscribe THIS IS AN EXPLORE ULT

What's New In Repton Fusion?

Fusion is a derivative of the original Repton game. It provides additional features, such as a glossary
of English and many different characters. In Fusion, the objective is to collect all the stars
(represented by diamonds) to score as high as you can. Fusion features over 200 levels, including
the original levels and brand new ones. A new function in Fusion is the ability to save your game.
This is a hybrid remake of the original Repton games, including the original levels! It even includes
working sound effects (a widget first?) Explore and dig through level after level of diamond-hunting
puzzle gaming - and better still, get new levels delivered straight to your desktop automatically! New
episodes and levels will appear in the listing dynamically, and load on demand. Repton is a side-
scrolling action puzzle game, where the objective is to clear each level of diamonds by collecting
them. To do so, you must dig through the earth, dislodging rock traps and eggs, caging lost spirits,
opening safes and dodging marauding monsters. Controls are: cursor keys to move, Space to pause,
and M and H for Map and Help respectively, or use the buttons in the bottom-right of the widget.
Remember to use the Map and Help facilities to find your way around. Get Repton Fusion and take it
for a spin to see just how entertaining it can be! Requirements: ￭ Opera == ReptonFusion == Fusion
is a derivative of the original Repton game. It provides additional features, such as a glossary of
English and many different characters. In Fusion, the objective is to collect all the stars (represented
by diamonds) to score as high as you can. Fusion features over 200 levels, including the original
levels and brand new ones. A new function in Fusion is the ability to save your game. This is a hybrid
remake version of the three original Repton games, including the original levels! It even includes
working sound effects (a widget first?) Explore and dig through level after level of diamond-hunting
puzzle gaming - and better still, get new levels delivered straight to your desktop automatically! New
episodes and levels will appear in the listing dynamically, and load on demand. Repton is a side-
scrolling action puzzle game, where the objective is to clear each level of diamonds by collecting
them. To do so, you must dig through the earth, dislodging
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System Requirements:

Windows 7/8/8.1/10 Memory: 1 GB Hard Drive: 1 GB Processor: Dual-Core 1.2 GHz or faster Video:
DirectX 9.0 or higher Internet: Broadband Internet connection Languages: English and Japanese
(v1.0) - 16th May 2017 ©2017 Crypton Future Media, INC. All rights reserved. ©1999-2017 ATLUS.
All rights reserved. ©1986-2017 ATLUS. All rights reserved.
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